Save the date and keep an eye out for registration details soon to follow!

Teaching Professional Certificate of Qualification. Graduates of the 20-month program will receive a Bachelor of Education degree and are eligible to apply for a BC... 

relevant, relational, and transformative education designed... 

research ownership, research process and outcomes. Protocols are examined including specific topics such as... 

deep and meaningful way by connecting with this history through art and story. TELNIWT by Teacher Education students Erin Mugford, Trent Monkman, Emily Wynans... 

honor presented by the University of... 

private sector. This award is the highest... 

Achievement Award for the... 

Language Revitalization and Indigenous Teacher Education. Our second offering of the Teaching and Learning Indigenous Perspectives course set... 

especially thank Ted Riecken for serving as Acting Chair during a busy and difficult time. It... 

their attitudes to make school a place where learners feel welcomed, engaged, supported, welcome all students. Using himself and his experiences as a former teacher and principal... 

Indigenous Post Degree Professional Program will experience every Wednesday during... 

Thinking of my descendants. To learn my language is... 

The co-creators of the collective poem are Naneni łWanosts’a7 Williams, the founder of the program. Students are close to completing drafts of their dissertation projects so more exciting news... 

was held at the beginning of November 2023. Congratulations to Tahohtháratye Joseph... 

Exciting news! The first Oral Defence for the PhD in Indigenous Language Revitalization... 

a former MILR graduate and former IED team member and Yola is currently a PhD student... 

September 2023 saw the launch of a tiny but mighty cohort of Kwak’wala learners (pictured... 

The program centers fluency building in SEN... 

TED 530 PDPP... 
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